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FACIAL
TREATMENTS

HYDRADERMIE JEUNESSE Personalised treatment for visibly younger lo-
oking skin, suitable for all skin types, to make the face more beautiful and rejuvenate 
it. With age, the skin cell activity is reduced. The cells lose energy and are more slowly 
renewed, the synthesis of elastic fibers slows down and the first signs of age appear. This 
treatment rejuvenates the facial recreating the cellular energy of younger looking skin.
Beauty result:   Skin visibly younger, more elastic, radiant with beauty and bright.

HYDRADERMIE LIFT Advancing with age, the muscles work less, the skin 
loses firmness and the shape of the face may show sagging. Until now, “lifting treatments” 
acted on skin texture, rebuilding the epidermis and firming the dermis. Today Hydrader-
mie Lift acts more deeply raising again the traits due to the stimulation of facial muscles 
and anti-aging drainage. Within minutes your face looks younger and visibly appears 
lifted. The treatment ends with a nice relaxing massage, which spreads its precious active 
ingredients into the skin and allows it to find a new tone. A real alternative to aesthetic 
medicine.
Beauty result:  Your face looks younger, firmer skin, traits relieved, redesigned oval

AGE SUMMUM The treatment starts with an application of scrub dermabra-
sion, an exfoliant proceeding with active micro-particles that rids the skin of dead cells 
carrying the new cells surface.
The expert hands of the beautician, facilitate the regenerating serum containing the pe-
netration of cellular life environment, rich in 56 biological active ingredients and vitamin 
C pure highly concentrated. These unique components, used in hospitals to create new 
skin, effectively regenerate cellular activity and give new life to the skin.
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The treatment continues with an anti-aging massage of 15 exclusive movements and the 
application of the Serum Age Summum enriched with hyaluronic acid firming the tissues 
to combat sagging skin. The treatment ends with the application of an illuminating mask 
anti-age at the Pro-Collagen. The tensor effect is immediate. At the end of the treatment 
the skin looks visibly younger and the signs of aging are mitigated.
Beauty result: Wrinkles and fine lines are instantly smoothed (-39.7% of wrinkles). Your 
skin firmer (+ 48.7% elasticity). The face regains its brightness.

HYDRADERMIE SOLEIL Facial treatment to prepare the skin for sunlight 
and repair after exposure. During the first three days of sun exposure is more vulne-
rable because it is not yet accustomed to UV rays. This treatment prepares the skin by 
reinforcing its defenses against the sun thanks to the active ingredients, the melanin 
precursors which repair the skin facilitating cellular renewal.
Beauty result: Neutralizes the effects of UV rays on the skin and prolongs the tan.

EYE LOGIC It acts specifically on wrinkles, fine lines, dark circles and eye bags.
The treatment regulates the superficial blood circulation and deconges the eye contour 
in particular periods of tiredness, you can feel a sensation of heavy eyelids and they may 
occur an appearance of bags.
This phenomenon is explained by a localized accumulation of water on the eyelids. 
Thanks to the active ingredients and the specific maneuvers, the treatment is able to 
drain and lighten the eyelids.
Beauty result: in 40 minutes of treatment, the eye looks younger and your eyes are not 
weary. Wrinkles and fine lines are smoothed (average reduction of depth of wrinkles around 
the eyes by 40.2%). The eye is “Top Spin” (average of 46.7% compactness of elasticity increase).


